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; . I. ABSTRACT
This study reveals that the power-law form of the Seasat A
_, Scatterometer System (SASS) empirical backscatter-to-wlnd model
function does not uniformly meet the instrument performance
specification requirements; viz., error in derived wind s_eed ( max
• (2 ms -l , I0 percent), over the range 4 to 24 ms -I . Analysis
indicates that the horlzontal-polarlzation (H-Pol) and vertical-
polarization (V-Pol) components of the benchmark SASSI model function ,_
r_ (Schroeder, et al 1982b) yield self-consistent results only for a
small mld-range ol speeds at larger incidence angles, and for a
somewhat larger range of speeds at smaller incidence angles. The
: present approach differs from previous calibration studies (e.g.,
Jones et al., 1982) : here the model's internal V-Pol vs. H-Pol
consistency is examined by the use of a set of pair-wlse collocated
SASS-produced winds, where one member of a wind palr derives from only
V-Pol backscatter measurementz and the other from only H-Poi
measurements. This data set was created by extracting all pairs of
SASS GDR (Boggs, 1982) winds of the form (Uvv • Us, ) such that
Uvw and Uss are contemporaneous and are separated by no more than 50
km, and contains 377,289 such pairs, i
i
Comparison of SASSl to i__nslt._.__udata over the Gulf of Alaska
region further underscores the shortcomings of the power-law form. We i
find that the slope of the V-Pol-backscatter-measurement vs. wind- i
< speed relationship for speeds greater than I0 ms "t is less than that ,
• given by SASSI. Taken together, this in sltu comparison and the SASSI :
_ V-M self-conslstency study indicate that H-Pol-backscatter vs wind- i
speed slope is greater than V-Pol-backscatter slope for speeds above I
!_} i0 ms"| , with the reverse holding for speeds under i0 ms t . Thus H-Pol backscatter shows greater sensitivity to wind speed variation at
higher winds, and less at lower winds, than does V-Pol backscatter. 1
,_ Finally, a physlcally-based empirical SASS model is proposed
which corrects some of the deficiencies of power-law models llke i
SASSI. The new model allows the mutual determination of sea s_ .'face [
wind stress and wind speed in a consistent manner from SASS i
backscatter measurements. In contrast, the SASSI model only
determines the wind speed• !
!
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_ne oceans cover 70 percent of the Earth's surface, and the
Fau_i_y of weather observations over these huge areas has always been
a _reat handicap to wind and wave forecasting. This condition was
a,/eviatei for the _hort three summer mo_ths in 1978 when NASA flew
': __.... Seasar satellite, which carried three w_,,_ measuring instruments
Hi_os and Hi!son, 1983;; only one of which we are concerned with
here.
- lq_e $easa_ A Scatterometer System (SASS) was a 14.6 GHz (2.1 cm)
actlve microwave radar designed to permit inference of the ocean
__rface _ind from precise measurements of the backscetter of emitted
raaia_ion by gravity-capillary waves on the sea surface. The received
return, expressed as the normalized radar cross section (NRCS or _°),
from the f_ur dual-polarized, x-oriented antennae may be directly
related to the surface wind speed through a geophysical "model
function', constructed by means of a combination of theory and
experiment (Schroeder et al., 1982b). The wind direction, however, is
._- not uniquely determined (Wurtele et al., 1982; Peteherych et al.,
these Proceedings). This paper will not be concerned with the
mul%ipie wind-Sirection ambiguity (i.e., the "alias") problem.
The fundamental validatlons of SASS are contained in the articles
by Jones et ai. (1982), Schroeder et al (1982a and 1982b), Wurtele et
al. (1982), Brown (1983,, reporting on the large cooperative Gulf of i
Alaska Seasat Experiment _GOASEX) and Joint Air-Sea Interaction
Experiment (JA$IN) workshops, out of which came the benchmark SASSl
model function'. The SASSI relates the NRCS to the wind field
parameters, speed and direction, relative to: the incidence awle (_)
of the radar radiation arriving at the sea surface, the azimuth angle
_ ) of _he wind direction relative to the radar beam illumination at
, the surlace, and the polarization type (£) of the incident radar I
radlation: i.e., vertical polarization (V-POL or V-POLE) or horizontal
polarization (H-POL or H-POLE). A review of the history of the
relationship between NRCS and wind speed at microwave frequencies is
given by Moore and Fung (1979), Boggs (1981), and Schroeder et al
_1982b). The basic assumptions are that the relationship between the i
NRCS and the wind speed is a power law (described below), and that
!
_ there is no dependence on sea surface parameters such as temperature, i
viscosity, and surface tension. The constants of the power law were
evaluated by _'tuning" the model to a "surface truth" comparison wlnd i
data set in JASIN, where the sea surface temperature was constant
(about 12°C) and the wind speed range was small (4 - 16 ms "I , Boggs, :
(1981)). The Seasat specifications for the $ASS were: wlnd tspeed
._ . measurement range of 4 to 24 ms "I wlth an accuracy of _ 2 ms or i
10%, whichever is greater; and %-Ind direction of 0 to 360 to within i20 degrees (Jones et al., 1982). Jones et al. claim that the SASS
_,: model function, SASSl (Schroeder at al, 1982b) yield accuracies better !
than the Seasat specifications over the 0 to 16 ms "I range of winds
observed during JASIN. This paper outlines problems with the above
assumptions in the SASS model function, particularly at larger wlnd I
._ speeds and incidence angles. The results here wlll begin to show that
,_ SASS did not uniformly meet its performance specifications over the I
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wing speed tangle placed by the Seasat Project, anrl ci.+- _ ,., ,_.,
fraction of the £6 million oAS_ observation_ may De i:.'e_::;: ,_......
than the performance specifications allowed. In spi<e ot tr++s, t_e
study by Peteherych et al. (1984, these Proceedings+, c/early _now[
that the scatterometer system "works" in defining and iocat +_,.+ rbe
weather patterns. Therefore, the SASS data record derived us++_- SASS
is eminently qualif _ed for many meteoroioa ical and ucea_:ugL api/, _
purposes.
T_e presentatlon of our results to dase is +__g_r_+__L+ 'O +.L:'++_-
parts :
<i) The first part is a restriction to aspec%_ c++ +,: +;:S_=
model function that can be treated with,_3 _-._nc, ++++_
: surlace truth. Here we use various uhe:KS in _=<l__ <,:s+t
the internal consistency of _he model fu; _,._()_+, £.o'h
quantitatively and in its form. The data set a{el ,Jr Thiz
study consists of 377,289 pairs of SASS wind speeds L the
form iUvv, U_H), where each member o_ the pa_+_ is cerivel
separately from V-Pol and H-Pol NRCS's such that Uq_ a_d
U_ are located within 50 km of each other. _ i=..... L:_L i Set
: is an extraction of all such pairs of _,ou,_+c.- +......
wind speeds from the complete Seasat missior + _a=a set
resident on the Pilot Ocean Data System (PODS at YPL.
(2) The second study makes some comparisons of winc _peeds from
i__n_itu wind fields derived from ships and buoy reports, to
SASSI and other scatterometer model functions.
#
(3) A new model is then hypothesized to reduce or a]:min_+<_
some of the discrepancies shown by the studies cite/ ahcve
This model differs in form from previous models, inclu&in_
SASSI, but should be considered as a modification of these,
rather than as a construction from first princioles.
3. INTERNAL CONSISTENCY CHECK OF T_ SASSI MODEL
<
The SASS operated in any one of 8 modes of antenna/polarization
combinations during which a four antenna-beam/polarlzatlon sequence
_:. was cycled through. The principal operational mode was mode i. This ,
• _. resulted in sequencing the four antennas through vertical polarization
,-+ on both sides of the spacecraft. The present study, however, is based
,_" exclusively on data taken during modes 3 and 4. These two modes
generated vertical and horizontal polarization sequencing on the left
_- slde of the spacecraft only (mode 3) or on the right side only (mode
_+ 4). This resulted in the determination of SASS winds derived from
I either V-Pol NRCS data or H-Pol NRCS data in nearby locations. !
Figure 1 illustrates samples of SASS wind fields in the form of
direction ambiguity "aliases" (the X's with noted speeds in meters per I '
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second) derived with the SASS1 model function. The wlnd solutions in
the left panel are computed from V-Pol-only data, and in the right
panel from H-Pol-only data. These measurements were taken during a
single SASS pass on the morning of _eptember 17, 1978 in the vicinity
of the HMS Ark Royal aircraft caz_ler (marked A) and the NAT0 fleet
operating in the southern Norwegian Sea (Fett and Bohan (1981)). The
flag symbol at A notes that the Ar___kR__oyal reported winds of [5 knots
{about 28 meters per second) in magnitude by the anemometer mounted 18
meters above the ocean surface. Besides the near agreement between
Ar___kkRoyal and the H-Pol winds (UH_, at 19.5 m elevation), note the
large disagreement between the V-Pol winds (Uvv , at 19.5 m
elevation) and U.. . We also discovered similar disagreements
between Uvv and Uax for the hlgh winds in the SASS passes over the
storm which damaged the Queen Elizabeth II luxury liner on September
ii, 1978.
E. Lo.gitude E. Longitude
0 I 2 3 0 t 2 3
, i J l ! I I l
J
65N 19 65N 26
64N a_, _ 64_ 29 27
. 21 21 29_'_
:Z-'-'., 21 '_1 63N
LFromVerticol Pole 0olo "roe HorizonlolPoleDole
Fi;_:a ;. ;;,_ :;_ cosparisonabeteeenthe XRSArk Royal(it position R) and mnds deterelneo froe
(1) V-Pol SASSNRCSuasurHents deft plot), and(2) mnd$detere;nedfroe H-Po]SASSNRCSoeasureients
(rzght plot)! durtng the sameSeas_toverf|ight (passl onSept17t IWS.
Having concluded from these specific examples that serious
polarization inconsistencies exist In SASSI, we turn to a more
sys_ematlc and fundamental approach. We first note that the SASSI
model function relates the NRCS intensity to the surface marine wind
field by a power law:
H(S, ,el
, NRCS = g (8,X,E) U (I)
Since the NRCS is usually expressed in decibel (dB) units,
Equation (i) is written in its logarithmic form:
<
6°= N CS(de= ,o[G(e,x,e) + H(e,x,E) LO,oLL} (2)
A
, where G = loqlo g. The paramet_cs e, X, and 6 are deflne_ above. It
Is important- to _serve that thls power-law relatlonsh_? is an
_." established conventional formulation which seems to hay: _r_&_n _._..
60
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_ Valenzuela et =i, 1971) as a convenient curve-fittlng technique,
without any particular physical rationale. The official SASSI model
function is in the form of tables of G and H functions for two-degree
_. intervals of incidence angle (_ and ten-degree intervals of azimuth
.; angle (_) for both V-Pol and H-Pol NRCS (Schroeder etal. 1982b, table
_, 2) As remarked above these table values were tuned to the high-it •
quality JASIN surface wind fields data set. The total data set was
: derived from about 700 wind measurements with an upper bound of
16 ms "! , 66 of which are In the low-speed interval 0 to 6 ms "I .
Insofar as wlnd speed is concerned, it Is fair to say that SASSl was
: tuned to a very limited data set.
If we take G = 38 degrees and X = 0 de4rees as typical values, we find
in Schroeder etal. (1982b) the table entries for SASSI:
G H
i E = V-Pol: -2.953 1.690
= H-PoI: -3.368 1.823
"I
; o! , " , , ' Thus, on a (5"°...... vs log U"i
_ diagram the H-Pol plot will be
•: below the V-Pol plot, with a
_// slightly greater slope, as seen
-" in Figure 2. Referring to Figure
_, _ i, we may take the mean H-Pol
_ m _ wind speed as 29 ms" and the V-
-m _ Pol as 21 ms i If these two
speeds are mapped Into NRCS
-. values vla the SASSI table
. entries -- indicated by the
-m _c_///<_ points UvvObS and Us.OBS in
Figure 2 -- we see that the
_/7/ /_" resulting H-pol and V-pol NRCS's
.... , , ,, ,, are approximately equal ('-7dB).
_ A ,o ,5 20 30 _ These results at hlgh winds haveN
SASS I,U,gs,ms_ been anticipated. Valenzuela
(1968) reported that "for very
rough seas the cross-sectlons for
horlzontal polarization become
Figure2. A graphicaldepictlm04 _SSl comparable to, or greater, by a
p0Nr-la, functiu, Eq.(2l, fw the c_ditl_s few decibels, than those for
• • 38,_ • 0,(_ bothV-P0land H-P0!mrs vertical polarlzatlons; while for
(_'). _o.n al_ ere representativevalues calm and moderate sea conditions,
frN Fig.I. The uperocrlptN m U (the the cross sections for vertical
. eindueN) dHotes etnde correctedto neutrol polarization are always greater".
. etratiftcatl_ condtus fv the #toosphsrtc
e_(ace layer. Thesubscript19.5onU indicates The discrepa.,cy noted in the
_' the referencehet|ht f_ Uabovetea level. Ioth Ar.__k R__y.@_. case is characteristic
edscriptsand supwscrlptshive beendropped of the higher wind-speed range.
also,ore in the figuresandtext. I
as can be seen from the ,
statistical presentation of
Figure 3. Here the set o£ pair-
' i
I
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I
__'_°_'="_"_'__,_._,., ,_,_=. wise concurrent BASS V and H pol
_"-"_....,_%_',_"', ....H winds described above is examined
a [,_._,ms _ //_ in a V vs. H sense. The 377.289
_ ,,- .///H V/H pairs were first sorted by V
t_ _ ..I// _ value into forty-elght 0.5 ms V-
.../ .i pol wind speed bands along the| _: /// _ abscissa. Each ordinate point
el/'/ _ shown is then the mean speed of
" // all the H values falling within a
_*_ / particular band Note that this
,0_ 2
- I , _ comparison does not depend on the
i quality of i..nnsit____Mudata (except" for the model-tuning JASIN _ata
.v....J._,,.... ,.... _.... , .... ,_ itself) but constitutes an
"_. S. le, IS. M. _, _.
_,,,._.,_._. internal consistency check on the
SASSl model function.
Figure3. Statistica!¢0eparis0nof ,,,ds Figure 4 examines the
T- derived{r0stheSA_IV-P01and_PoIp0,erlaw, incidence angle. This study
. 377,289pairsof V-P0!andH-P01randdata,ere shows differences and
sortedin one-halfneterper secondV-Pol m;4 sensitivities of the mean wind
bins. speeds (grouped in one-degree
incidence angle "bands") as a
function of incidence angle. The
trend in dlfterence between V-Pol
and H-Pol winds as a function of
V RHPOL_I_TIOt_ e, and the general dip of both W
and HH mean wind speeds as a
_ ,.,i I' t i _'"l ):' function of O beg explanation.,,,, ,,, ,,,, ,,,, , ,,,i ,,_rT_
,s If the BASSI were correcty
- specified, we would then e_pect i
'_. constant and identical mean wind
._ _4. o_eds as a function of O •
' J " An examination of the
• _ 12. _ _S ++++
". - **,.-'*++._  sensitivityof BASSI to wind
._,e-, ,, _ = ___._+ ++ speed, polarizatlon, and
e s. ** ,,_)_ _ incidence angle, is better
, displayed in Figure 5, which "-
s. _ v-_i shows the bivariate frequency
* _ _-_s distribution of Uv_ and U_s in
', three-dlmenslonal zorm as a
- " function of incidence angle
-_ = z.:. (noted to the right of each of
e '"*....*...._....)....*...._...._...._....: the three distribution plots).
_. _. _. 40. _S. _. _. _. _.
. L •
OF i'u_;,., ._U.... ',"t"
: _ 1 __ 2o°<o < z7.5°
--- _ < 41.5°
.f "-..
"t._
!l .2o
P.
Figure5. I l-disons/oneldlUIey of thecherlcterlmticmo4thebiverletefrequlmcyd/stributionIverticll scale)
of co|iocoted(wikh/n50KH)Uvv¢rtghthorllontll Klle) gridUHH(II_tkertsontl!stile) derivedfrol 8A8S1fer 3
d;fferent incidenceanglo(el bands.Thevertlcll scaleis to the one-halfpwowfor mimeof dlmplayof the
characteristics. Thewinddatearesortedin one-ha|fbyonPheUiHetorparNcondwlndlpNdbins.
, I
iI
63 _ ,
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The paired Uvv and U.H data set was sub-divided into one-half meter
per second wind speed bins in Uvv and U_H • These blns were further
segregated into 5 incidence angle bands of about 75,000 pairs of
measurements in each band. This incidence angle band breakdown is
sufficient to indicate the trend of the data. The vertical scale is
the square root of the number of pairs (counts) in each one-half by
one-half meter per second bln to make the lower frequency counts
visible and to ease analysis of the characteristics. The cange of
wind speeds shown is from one to 35 ms "I for both Uvv and UH_ ;
the grid Is one-half ms "l The data shows the best agreement between
Uvv and UHH for the lowest range of incidence angles (top panel),
except at small winds where UHH lS greater than Uvv (data lying
along the vertical diagonal would indicate exact agreement). The
poorest agreement between UHH and Uvv evidently is at the largest
range of incidence angles. Here, UHS iS greater In magnitude for both
the lowest and highest winds. In a small interval of mldrange wlnd
speeds, the agreement appears satisfactory.
A quantitative estimate of the differences in wlnd speeds between
Uvv and Uas as a function of incidence angle is better illustrated by
_- the two plots of Figure 6. In the left plot the data are sorted into
one ms "I Uvv wlnd-speed blns on the abscissa, and then averaged over
the corresFondlng ordinate values. Shown Is the difference between
• the mean value of U_ and the mean value of UvvfOr each Uvv bln. In
the right plot, the data are sorted Into one msIUHH wind speed bins.
r'1
'_*"'.....' ..'....' ...' ...'"I The data points are further sorted
• _, ] into incidence angle bands as noted on
' _'_ 1 the plots by coded symbols. Here, allflue incidence angle bands re
, _" displayed. The best agreements between
• _i ', Uvv and UMH for all incidence angles
, @. for both binning methods occurs near i0
: . ms "I the mid-range of the JASIN wind
_" ' speed' data used to "tune" the BASSI
_ '_'_" model function. This data illustrates
I
* _ " _/ /%-'_ I the lack of consistency between Uvv- > -, and UMM and show V-H differences
a / / 1 greater than specificatlons allowed in
the error of either polarization type.
' "' • particularly at the higher wiDds and
°_ .J .... l .... A .... 1.... J ..,J .... ;,,,J --
-_-,-_ -+ _ -, o larger incidence angles• The
V-PolSin-AveragedO+.dS differences in both plots for wind
FigureI. C0eparis0nof differences speeds less than i0 ms "I . can be '
' het,0enm0anvalu0sof6"v°vend_ partially reconciled by examining the
as a functionof bin averaged_, all three-dlmenslonal distributions of the
_" r_erlvedfr0s8_$SIandellthe_77,2B9 U_H and Uvv data in Figure 5. The
" pairsof the Uvv andOss data,for the left plot of Figure 6 appears to be
five incidenceantebendscentoredat more indicative of the trend In the Uvv
• @ valuessho.n. Ire lines represent /Use bivariate distribution mean
the corresponding llAllllleodel (approximately given by the ridge top)0 "
diHwencosin (5"_vend 6"_H as a than is the right plot at lower wind
functionof 6"vvfor the five incidence speeds.
angles. Thehindspeedsdetereinediron
theV-PotS_SSIuodelere notedon the Now, is it possible that a minor
top line for a reference, correction can bring SASSI into
internal conformity? To test thls !
hypothesis, we present the statistical
m
,, o,,v._5,6 data in a different format. Consider
,, _,,v.,,_, '_ the difference -- 6"H", :
,,
'"' According to the power w formulation *18 0 IIIV.I|M//
,, ouv.,_ this difference must have the form:
14 ItS llF|l TO IOOYS
_" P. SHiPC)P ('llAJl£ •
i" u. "
O-- SHIPWllP ('OCEAN-
12, OOl*l_ll') Or' A "
,, o< + /8 (3)
, _o tO I
9'
- ' o'=o=mo,_m_Ym This lo_arlthmic form is seen In the !
10///_ O2 - j, v,...bv,., straight lines on Figure 7 plotted
' 4/ ..o._ ,,.,.,,4 according to BASSI for five incidence :'_ =, _'_'_ angles. The data points corresponding I
I l I I I 1 1 I I I I I I t I ¢ I I
, , , , , . , , , ,o,,,=,,,s,,,, t • these incidence angle categories are
" 1- also plotted as recomputed (l.e. mappedFllun, |. Calibration of the back to units using BASSI at mid-
:_-_, _0_IS[X-rqtonulndfleld Ipeedsdm'Iv_l band incidence angles and the Ifro, sur_ece pressure fields to arbitrarily chosen value 9( • 0 (upwind) ';a,e
_. toilet,ted _l|h-_ellty ohorvetioneof for the azimuth) _'_v "- _S versus thebin-averaged V-Pole _'_v. _e conclu-, .tnd speed froe buoys (numbers), i
,._, researchvesselsat PI_A (Pl, an_ the sions of the previous paragraphs are
researchship0ceeno_rspher(0h confirmed: the consistency of BASSI is i
-.0,+
i
) -
" ...,.I... ..... ._._ .............
. ,,. --... ,,, -,: ._,.-, _-. . -. i._...lmlllmq_m.. ...........,._..,_ m..-_+_--,-._.. ,,,------'_4_- 9"l"-"--'P'm
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JOR|GI_,A_ Q_LI:, _ validated only for a small told-range ofOF pOOR speeds for the larger inciaence angles,
and lot a somewhat larger range of
speeds for the smaller incidence
_t_gies. Altogether, the shapes of the
data-curves in Figure 7 strongly
suggest that the power law relationship
of Equation (I; is not an adequate
representation.
4 COMF'Ak I40NS OF _. SA_I AND OTHER MODEL PREDICTED _INDS _41TH IN SITU
W Lbi_f
YI_ls _-tion (::ill use in situ data to reinforce the conclusions
u._ t,_e _rLvious section: the powe.,, law relationship (i) between NRCS
_nd wlnd speed requires revision.
7-
i'_ prima_y in slt_____uwinds u3ed in this study came from wind
i.Lelds analyzed for the GOASI_X workshops (Barrick et al, 1980, and
Brown et al, 1982). Figure 8 illustrates the relatively good quality
of the "_inds from the wind fields when calibrated to buoys in the Gulf
of Alaska (the numbers refer to the last diqit of the buoy
identlfication number; e.a. "2" refers to buoy 46002) and the research
vessels: Oceanographer ("0") and either the Quadra or Vancouver which
were lecated at ocean station "Papa" ("P") at that time. The symbols
indicate the SASS Rev numbers at the time of the Seasat overflights of
the in s i%u buoy and zhip measurements used in these comparisons. The
abscissa, noted in the _igure as the "3pot" wind field, represents the
values of these in situ measurements, wh_.e the ordinate represents
thos_ irom the GOASEX wind fields.
Plotted in Figure 9a (upper left plot) are _he wind speed 1
comparisons of the winds from SASS (the ordinate) estimated by the
Hentz2 model function (one of the ancestors of SASSI, Barrick et al.,
1980_, versus the winds from the GOASEX wind fields (the abscissa).
Each data point represents a bin of 100 independent pairs of i
measurements which were sorted along the abscissa, and which were co- !
located in space and time within 3 hours of the Seasat overpass. The 1
_ bars represent one sample standard deviation for both parameters in I
each i00 sample-size bin. Barrlck et al. (1980) noted that the G-H !
table for P|entz2 was based solely on alrcraft-scatterometer/wlnd- !
_, "truth" measurements. Thus the computed SASS winds in this plot,
derived from a power-law model, were independent of the influence of !
_ any SASS/wind-"truth" calibrations. Note that estimations of the )
SASS/_entz2 wind speeds are generally higher than those from the I
GOASEX wind fields. Agreement between these two independent wind 1
i'._ data sets occurs near 18 ms "I where the diagonal (which would
ak_ represent perfect agreement) appears to intercept the data. I
,_'_ The data points in Figure 9b (upper right plot) represent the I
,o" same data set as in the upper left plot except the ordinate values
have been transformed back to NRCS V-Pol values with Hentz2 using !
me 66 '" !
" .............................-'_ '_ ....i _ .:.._t....r-_----.....-- - ......................._"'mm ......... "..........
V
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- 38 ard X = O. For the latter specification, the _e_;tz_' t_b_,
value for G is - 3.524, and for H is 2.074 (F. J. Ncntz, per3._na:
communication). For comparison, the SASSI V-Pal model is plottel t_. _
dashed llne through the data polnts), also for t_ = 38 and 5(-- 0.%
_ /
2o.- (I. + . I t
"4.'' -o ' .,
L t | " "
,!_'.i _ _ '
t
., _ -2") .........
_'I}.LD '%,_./INDSPI£_ , ._&- I
r.......
cl
" "L4C.
_n -tO _r_ _ , ,,- _ o ,
"13 / _ _ , .;
,_b " :
fir) , _ 0._, , ;, ... _:
/ ,_, _ ,Z
o _0 20 0 _._
_,_'IND_PE;D ,mS"I _,'._._DSp£_D . -_ .£ I
Figure9. Fourplotsthatassent,allyco,Fare¥-Po|scatteroaeter*relateddata (left ordinate),andcollocated,_ s,tu
'truth' data labsc;ssa):a) Theupperle_t plot cosparesthe resultsfrol tee 60_SEIre_on to Nentz2(ana_cestorof
easel)aodel-derivedresults. PerPectagreeaentaouldbealongthe diagonal,b) Theupper;ght plot coaparesresults
(datapo]nts)Proathe 60_SE/regionto the S_SSl(dashedlanethroughthe datapo;nts), c) The|o,er ]e_t plot shm_$
replotteddatafroa Duncanet el. (1974). d) The]o_erright plot shoxscosparlsonsbetueenS_SSdata (left ordznate
vS. abscissa)andKondo's(197_)llpirical model.hathrelates the seasurnantsof the rls heights the hig_
_requencyoceanlavesNavelengths_roaabout0,8 ¢1 to 62c|) via the a|rodynailcroughnesslength, Zo, _urther
relateOto thebulk8oaentustransfercoefficient, I03C_S._ (right ordinate),to leisuredlindspeeds.
As prevlousl_ noted, SASS1 was callbrated to the JASIN wlnd field
, data set. The abscissa in Figure 9b thus represents wind values from
! GOASEX (data points) as well a_ wind values from JASIN (the SASSI
-. ; curve). The horizontal error bars for the GOASEX winds have been left
- - off for clarity. These errors are shown in the upper left plot.
However, because of the new scale for th- ordinate, the vertical
error bars from Figure 9a have been transformed• A comparison of
Figures 9a and 9b shows that there is considerable improvement in
- model flt to the data by the JASIN-calibrated SASSI over its ancestor,.
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Wentz2. Although much of the model bias ha3 been removed for the
lower win_ speeds, SASS] would appear to underestimate the higher
winds. The data of Figure I, as well as some other case studies (e.g.
Jones et al, 1982, Figure 14), appear to confirm the poorer estimates
of U,v at higher speed_ when a power-law function empirical model _s
calibrated to f1_ only the lower wxne speed regime (i.e., wind speeds
< 16 ms "| ).
We now examine the tendencies of the data obtained during the
- GOASEX period which are dlsFlayed in Figure 9b. The mean values of
the distributions appear te be rather rmoothly varylnq ever the entire
range of values with the possible ex_ptlon of the mean wind speeds
located near 7 ms "I It seems that an empirical model function
determined with two, or possloly three, disjoint linear regressions
yielding a broken line through the mean wina speeds of the
distributions would give better estimates of Uvv for both the lower
and higher wind speed regimes. ]t could also be argued that one of
the breakpoints connect=ng the linear fits would occur near i0 ms "i
" and perhaps a secon_ near 5 ms "t . Such a model would obvlously
deviate from a powez-law fuDutio_ attempting to cover the entire wind
speed regime. In addition the trend nf the mean values suggests
that this hypothesized emplrical model would result in a (_"vs. wind-
speed slope less than predicted by SASSl for wind speeds greater than
i0 ms "_ .
The two- or thre_-reglme type scatterometer model function
speculated on here could also be suggested for the data shown in
Figure 9c (the lower left plot). However, the data shown by the
points in this plot resulted from a wlnd-wave tank experiment
reported by Duncan et al. (1974)• which included measurements by an X-
band (frequency of 9.375 GHz. wavelength of 3.2 cm) scatterometer in
the vertical polarization mode. The data in Duncan et al. (their
Figure 13) was replotted here with a logarithmic scale in dB for (5"°.
The authors noted that a "second break point is easily discernible in
the data at a wind speed of about I0 m se_' " apparently confirming
our view that the form of the model functlon for the vertically
polarized SASS data should be other than a single power function over
the entire wind speed regime.
The evidence presented thus far at least suggests that the fort i
of the model function relatlng6"$v and _vwmlght be more convex in
shape than SASS1 and thus _ eparts somewhat from SASSI and its
ancestors. As seen in Figure 9b, however• SASSI _Ives a fair
empirical representation of the rate of change of G"° to U over the
J
,- wind speed range available for Its calibratZon. The percelved
inadequacies of SASS1 are probably not due to a lack of quality of the I
calibration in sltu JASIN data used (inasmuch as the JASIN data was i
-- the best possibly available), but are perhaps due to the llmlte_ I
"_ quantity a: _ range of environmental conditions available for its ,calibration. Other shortcoming_ are noted in Schroeder et al.
(1982b., p 3335). A new model• which would correct some of the
.o_" difficulties with SASS1, is proposed in the following section.
J
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5. AN EMPIRICAL MODEL RELATING SCATIIIROMETE_ NRCS TO BOTH WIND AND
NIND STRESS
The four plots of Figure 9 form a group of related data. A
discussion of Figure 9d will involve the prof_erlng cf a new empirical
- scatterometer-model-function parameterlzation --- the topic cf this
section. The new aspects of this parameterlzatlon are: (a) the
departure from an empirical model based on a power-law fun_tlon, and
(b) the estimation of both wind and wind stress from the NRCS.
Frevlous models only resulted in either an estimation of wind, or an
estlmatcn of wind stress (Jones and Schroeder, 1978).
The theoretical basis for the parameterlz_tion of air-sea
interaction is a complex and controversial subject that cannot be
entered into here. In cur view, however, the best treatment of the
theory and the most appropriate ocean measurements are those of Kondo
(1975) and Kondo et al. (IQ73). His analysis relates the bulk
momentum transfer coefflclen.; C_o (since his observatlonz were taken
at i0 meters) to the aerodynamic roughness length of the _ea surface
Z o. which he describes as re?ated to the rms height of the "sea
surface irregul_rltles associated with the high frequency ocean waves"
,. wltn wavelengths from about 0.8 cm to 62 cm. _is relationship, of
course, derives from the logarithmi= wind profile in the surface
layer, an assLmptlon commonly accepted over the ocean surface. From
his experiments, Kondo then determines C,o from the roughness length
and relates the drag to the wind speed according to an approximate
linear formula. Since our wind data are referred to at a 19.5 meter
elevation, we convert Kondo's results to:
]0 _ C_9.: - A + BU - CW (4)
._ Kondo (1975) present' r -; "._nstants fo, four wind-speed reglmes, and
also gives formula,. ;,'. "onvertlng to arbitrary C z Thus, the
following set of constants are caiculated entirely from hls wo.,k, with
no assumptions of our own:
U, ms"t A B
(at 19.5 m)
2.3 - 5.3 0.71 0.069
5.3 - 8.5 0.80 0.052
8.5 - 26.8 1.08 0.019
Me now, however, allow our_elveB one adJustaJple additive i
constant, Sp , which will th,:-n be a function of incidence anqle,
azimuth anqle, and #olarization. _'hen the monte1 function (2) takes J,
the new form: t
, I
I
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The adjustable constant S_ was chosen to produce a best fit to
the SASS data points of Figure 9d. The results appear in Figure 9d,
: where the solid line - composed of three segments - is calculated from
equation (5) with S? = 0.157.
There are two features to note about Figure 9d. First, owing to
:i the different structures of the three wlnd-speed regimes, as observed
by Kondo (and others), the low and high wind-speed regimes are fit by
,_ (5) better than by SASSI, as seen in Figure 9b. Second, because the
formulation of Kondo has a physical basis in the similarity t)eory of
- the surface layer, it results in the determination of the stress on
the sea surface
Z (6)
l
consistent with, and at the same time as, the wlnd speed Uz. The
_" ap?ropriateness of this formulation was long ago recognized by Munk
(1955), who emphasized tha_ the form drag is essentially determined by
the high frequency portion of the ocean wave spectrum owing to the
contribution thereof to the mean-squared surface slope.
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The stroke of perspicacity resulting in the design of dual-
polarization modes for each" SASS antenna permitted the possibility of
an internal calibration of the SASSI model function, as demonstrated
• above. Our study c" comparisons between collocat_d Uvv and U_s
" strongly suggests that he power-law relationship of equation (i) is
not an adequate repr sentation. But, iI the proper function for
determining Uvv oL" U,N becomes known, the other could be defined. The
results at the hiqhe:: wlnd range were anticipated by Valenzuela
(1968). Weight (1966, and 1968), from his comparative studies of
(f4"vand g_% , suggested that the major behavioral differences
between 65v ard _'_'sas e function of incidence angle and. wind speed ".
could be explained by the much stronger dependence of (_s than 6_v on
_ea slope. In addition, Hright showed that this characteristic
difference leads to an estimate of the mean-squared slope of the sea
< surface.
The data analysis performed in Section 3, i.e., the comparisons
- between SASS_ and other _odel-predlcted wlnls with in _ winds,
___. reinforce the results of Section 2. Further, the evidence provided
by .the data at least shows that the model relating (_w'to_ is more
convex in form than the SASSl form, a result w: ich coul_ be
anticipated _y t'.e experimental data of Duncan et al (1974). This
_ observation about the O'_,svsUvv form, plus that about the ,elative
change of (C_vwith (_M_ Figure., leads to the concluslon that H-Pol
backscatter shows 4rearer sensitivity to wind speed variation at
., higher winds, and less at lower winds, than does V-Pol backscatter.
-me
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• ORIGINAL PAC_ •
• OF POOR QUALiT_
_ The data analysis in Section 2 and 3 above clearly sugges[s that
:' further SASSI model function adjustments are still required if the
Seasat scatterometer wind specifications are to be met over the entire
< range of wind speeds (4 to 24 ms-t), particularly for winds greater
than 16 ms "e . The GOASEX winds, although of less quality than those
_. from JASIN, proved to ,e Deneflcial in this evaluation and in the
formulation of the proposed new model (Section 4) because of the
larger dynamic range of environmental conditions avallable, and
because of the larger statistical sample. Our new model fits the data
better than SASSI, particularly for the higher wind speed range.
The understanding of the physics of the NRCS and its interaction
with the ocean surface is an alr-sea Interaztion problem - a complex
and controversial subject. In addition, meteorologists are largely
interested in the marine winds, while oceanographers are largely
interested in the wind stress. Previous SASS models only led to the
computatlc of one of _hese geophysical parameters. For SASSI, the
output was the marine wind speed. Herein, both the meteorologists and
_ oceanographers are presented a consistent formulation, Equations (4),
(5), _nd (6), of a model function that results in the estimation of
both the wind speed and winl stress from SASS measurements.
The new empirical model _%as a more physical basis for its
development and formulation that its predecessor, SASSI. In our
formulation, the NRCS is related to the aerodynamic roughness length
through the bulk momentum transfer coefficient (right scale of Figure
9d). The aerodynamic roughness lengths, as no_ed by Kondo (1975), are
based on measurements of the rms height of the amplitude of ocean
waves between about 0.6 to 62 cm in wavelength. Thes_ were then
correlated to measured wln_s by Kondo through the Dulk momentum
transfer coefficient. Scattering theory shows tha_ the NRCS is
• measure of the mean-squared amplitude of the BragG resonant scattered :
ocean waves (Wright and Keller, 1971). For SASS, these Bragg resonant !
waves are between about 1 to 3 cm in wavelength (for incidence angles
60 to 20 degrees, respectively). It theL'efore may not be surprising
that the rate of change of the NRCS with wind speed and the rate of
-- change of the bulk momentum transfer coefficient of Kondo (1975) with :
wind speed is strongly correlated (correlation coefficient of 0.99). ,,
Whether Kondo's empirical parameterlzatlon adequately represents the
wind stress is a matter for future verification. Even so, Garratt I
< (1977) noted "hat the bulk momentum transer coefficient ot Kondo i
"based on hlgh-frequency wave amplitude data, agrees well with the I
collected CON data".
' I
.: _ The ocean wavelength regimes discussed above neatly straddle the ji
capillary-gravlty wavelength range. In the theories of capillary- i
" gravity wave propagation, viscosity and surface tension play an
! important role and should be taken Into consideration for future i
I
scatterometers as well as for SASS. Over a global ocean surface 1
temperature range of 25C the viscosity of sea water varies by a factor !
of two: this variation affects the short wave structure and thence !
_ossibly the backscatter which is sensitive o these waves. Our !c nt nuing work on the parameterlzatlon of the model function includes 1
the incorporation of both viscosity and surface tension. 71
i i
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• Spaceborne scatterometer systems are now being considered
: necessary by NASA and the Navy for future satellites. ESA (European
: Space Agency) has already approved a spaceborne mission which includes
a scatterometer. 0uc research, which includes stud._s to characterize
the errors as well as the important scatterometer-related physics are
potentially important to the design, implementation, and utilization
of future spaceborne scatterometers, and to an understanding of the
: rble of scatterometry in global meteorological and oceanographic
research, applications• and predictions.
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